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Capital City, Outdoorsville, May 18, 2021  — Today, the Governor announced a new initiative 
by the Outdoorsville Digital Service to allow residents to more easily show their proof of 
vaccination to any entities that may require it. This initiative is part of Outdoorsville’s ongoing 
efforts to make access to information and services easier for all residents. This initiative will also 
allow private businesses, restaurants, schools, and other locations to open up more quickly and 
more safely. 



"Now that every adult in Outdoorsville who wants a COVID-19 vaccine can get one, we look to 
the future of how immunization records are used to allow access to venues and services across the 
state. For too long, large and powerful interests have acted as gatekeepers that decide who 
benefits from new apps and services and who will have access to the information that powers 
them. Today, Outdoorsville launches a technology platform to level the playing field. Through this 
new program, OVnnectID, we empower citizens to control their own vaccine records at low cost. 
The platform will allow residents to show their vaccine credentials to any entities that require it in 
a secure and privacy-preserving manner,” said the Governor.



Outdoorsville Digital Service is the state information technology agency responsible for piloting 
new solutions at the state. Currently, most residents are only able to show their proof of 
vaccination by showing a physical ID card provided by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. Under OVnnectID, residents can show their vaccination status electronically to any 
entity that may require it, such as restaurants, bars, sporting arenas, and schools. Residents can 
show their vaccination status through the myOutdoorsville app, by scanning their driver’s license 
or state-issued ID, or by logging into a website run by Outdoorsville. 



"OVnnectID incorporates modern technology principles for direct, secure vaccine record status 
access, linked to your MyOutdoorsville digital driver’s license or traditional drivers license," said 
the director of the Outdoorsville Digital Service. "This new program will improve access to 
immunization data for people in our state."



For more information about the Outdoorsville Digital Service or the OVnnectID app, see our 
website at myOutdoorsville.state.us or contact Yogi D. Bear at (212)-555-1212.


Outdoorsville Governor Announces Next Generation Vaccine Data Access 
Outdoorsville residents will now be able to access their COVID-19 vaccine 


credentials through state-issued IDs, smartphone apps, and a website


